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Abstract- Due to the rapidly changing business and operating environment, software evolution is bound to happen.
As software evolution goes on, the system requires to be retested again to test its validity and thus regression
testing helps in achieving this goal. Regression testing can be categorized into different research areas and one of
its important areas is test case prioritizations which arrange test cases on defined benchmarks with respect to the
available resources and make sure that the most important or critical test cases are tested first. In this paper, we
study the different test case prioritization techniques and rise out the different problems. This study will gave an
understanding of the problem currently occurring in test case prioritization and thus guide for future research
work on test case prioritization.
Keywords: Regression testing, test cases, prioritization techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
A change in software system that might be environmental change or simply generating higher version, they must be
retested to ensure quality. Regression testing mainly focuses on change in software and performs testing on the
improved version of the software [1]. The main objective of regression testing is to ensure that these changes or
modification to the software do not affect the other modules of the software [2]. As regression testing holds 80% of the
testing budget [3].
Regression testing is one of the most expensive and repetitive processes in software testing. To maintain
quality, software system must be retested as new features or changes are made constantly. The major issue with
regression testing is its cost [4]. Sometimes regression testing consumes 50% of testing cost [8]. Another issue with
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regression testing to detect maximum fault and validate software under test [10]. The main focus of regression testing is
to increase fault detection and decrease their cost of execution [2]. These goals are achieved by test case selection
methods [6], test suit reduction [7], test case prioritization [8]. From the test suit first test cases are selected and then
either they are ordered based on their priority or reduced by eliminating the unnecessary test cases based on some
survey or expert advice [9]. In regression testing, researcher mainly focuses on the test case selection and test case
prioritization to reduce software execution time and improve the fault detection rate [2,10,11].

II. REGRESSION TESTING
Regression testing can be divided into several sub categories. There are four main types of regression testing:
a) Test case selection
b) Test case prioritization
c) Test suite reduction/minimization

Figure 2.1: Regression Testing
i) Test case selection: Test case selection process is able to select the subset of test cases from the test suite that
has the potential to detect error initiated from a change. Thus, this process is used to identify and select these
test cases that are relevant based on particular criteria [12].To understand test case selection suppose we have
P as the first program, take P’ as a new version of program P and take I as an iteration of the program P. The
main goal of regression test selection is to build I’ which is a subset of I to be used for P’.This technique will
select all the test cases that can produce errors in the new modified version of program P’ [13].
ii) Test case prioritization: Test case prioritization process considers ordering of test cases for detection of faults
at the earliest. Test case prioritization helps in enabling the execution of the most critical test case at earlier
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stage [14]. It is important to execute the test cases based on their priority to optimize the efficiency and
execution time.
iii) Test suit minimization: Test suit minimization/reduction is carried out to eliminate the redundant test cases. As
software development goes on, there is an addition of new test cases to validate the new features needs to be
tested to discover new errors. This creates a form of redundancy with test cases covering a single test
requirement.

A. Analysis of Regression Testing Techniques
It is reported that test suite minimization and test case selection techniques encountered with some
problems. These techniques help in reducing the number of test cases in a test suite but these problem decrease
the popularity of these techniques. These problems are:
1) Test case selection techniques is not suitable for code enhancements and functionality upgrades as it emphasis
on modified part of software code.
2) Test cases are removed permanently from the test suites.
On the other hand, test case prioritization mainly focuses on complete test suite and discovers the efficient
ordering of test cases by covering the fault detection rate. Prioritization methods follow the code coverage
which helps in providing the early feedback to software testing team. A test case prioritization technique uses
the following method to prioritize the test cases from the test suite:
a) Code coverage data: Test cases are prioritized with the information collected by coverage data like code
coverage, function coverage and conditional coverage.
b) Code modification information: Information collected from code enhancement can be used for
prioritization of test cases.

B. Test case prioritization categories
Test case prioritization (TCP) methods ate categorized into many sub categories. A survey explores 47 TCP
studies published between 1999 & 2009. TCP methods are further grouped as:
i. Coverage based TCP: These TCP methods use maximum coverage of information to identify the more
faults during testing. TCP methods use coverage information for prioritizing test cases.
ii. Probability based TCP: In these methods probability of each test case is calculated based on the results
of previous test cases.
iii. Human based TCP: These TCP methods prioritize the test cases based on human evaluation.
iv. History based TCP: These TCP methods use history of previous test cases to prioritize.
v. Requirement based TCP: Test cases are prioritize based on the critical requirement properties that need to
be executed first like customer priority and change impact analysis.

C. Analysis of Test case Prioritization Techniques
A test case prioritization technique is used to reorder the test cases so that the most critical or highest
priority test cases can be executed first. The priority of these test cases is set on the basis of information collected from
different TCP methods discussed earlier. Code coverage and fault detection provide linear relationship between them
[15]. It is reported that these two methods are commonly used by test case prioritization techniques. The overlapping of
these methods does not mean that they are fully dependent on each other.
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Figure 2.2: Basic attributes of TCP methods

III. GROWTH OF TCP METHODS
S.No

Topic

Problem Raised

Proposed Solution

Year

1

An empirical study of the effect
of time constraints on the cost
benefits of regression testing
[16].

Does time constraints and limit play
a role in the effectiveness of
prioritization and if so, is the impact
significant.

2008

2

Automated
prioritization
GRASP [17].

case
reactive

Does metaheuristic search based
algorithm
or
search
based
prioritization techniques
Performance depends on size of the
program.

Time constraints have a
strong behavioral impact on
the cost benefits of test case
prioritization and regression
testing.
As size of the program & test
suit grows the performance of
many search based techniques
drastically change.
A technique was introduced
that could stay as effective
however it was observed to
consume more execution time
than
other
compared
techniques.

3

Developing a single model &
test prioritization strategies for
event-driven software (EDS)
[18].

Developed a single abstract
model for GUI & web testing
alongside
a
shared
prioritization function based
on the developed model and a
shared prioritization criterion.

2011

4

A history-based cost cognizant
test case prioritization technique
in regression testing [19].

Conventional
prioritization
techniques don’t work well with GUI
and EDS mainly because they
produce a very large amount of states
and events. Also there is no abstract
model to portray the event driven
nature of these applications.
Most prioritization technique assume
that all test case cost & faults
severities are equal. However, they
usually vary & testers may not obtain
source code before prioritization.

Proposed a cost cognizant
prioritization technique that
prioritizes test cases based on
their historical data. It also
takes into account cost of test
& fault severities based
without the need for source
code analysis.

2012

test
with
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5

Bridging the gap between the
total & additional test case
prioritization strategies [20].

6

Towards statistical prioritization
for software product lines testing
[21].

7

Coverage based regression test
case selection, minimization &
prioritization: a case study on
industrial system [22].

The total & addition prioritization
strategies each have weakness of
their own & thus are not considered
complete when used alone as each
can have a downside.
Software product lines (SPL) are
inherently difficult to test due to the
sheer amount of product that need to
be tested, thus prioritization is a
describe option. However, current
techniques do not take into account
the product behaviour.
Across
all
coverage
based
prioritization
techniques
does
coarser grained coverage perform
better or the finer grained coverage.

By combing both strategies,
each will mask the weakness
of the other & the results
indicate that it out performs
both strategies in effectiveness
Proposed an approach that are
to be tested according to
criteria based on the actual
product behaviour and thus
increasing the relevance of the
testing & reducing the risk of
not detecting error in many
products.
For different coverage based
techniques, it was discovered
that techniques based on
additional coverage (block
basic
block
decision)
outperformed
all
other
techniques used in the study.

2013

2014

2015

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study different testing prioritization techniques of regression testing are reviewed. The main purpose of this
review is to understand the different techniques and their support in test case prioritization. It is observed that primary
focus in prioritization techniques is changed from code analysis to history based because of better fault detection rate.
Most of the researches performed related to test case prioritization, researchers show their keen interest
towards artificial intelligence as compare to code coverage. In future, research is needed to compare both artificial
based techniques and code coverage based techniques on large scale software development to know which technique is
more efficient.
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